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Notes:Notes:Notes:Notes: Instructions call for a selvedge at each end of the row with pattern worked on center 54 
stitches. Work selvedge stitches in your preferred manner. 
 
Row 1 (RS). With A, K1, place marker, [k1,p1]8 times, wrap and turn; *work Wave Pattern, [k1 while 
picking up wrap, p1]twice, [k1,p1] 8 times, w & t;* Repeat from *.* 1 time; Work Wave Pattern, [k1, while 
picking up wrap, p1] twice, place marker, k1. 
 
Notes:Notes:Notes:Notes: Added selvedges, markers and deleted [k1,p1] 1 time from original pattern. 
 
Row 2: (WS) With A k1, slip marker, [k1,p1] picking up wraps across row to end marker, slip marker, k1. 
Row 3 - 4: With A work selvedge stitch, slip marker, knit all stitches to marker, slip marker, work 
selvedge stitch. 
Rows 5 – 8: With B work selvedge stitch, slip marker, k1, [yo,ssk] to last stitch before marker, k1, slip 
marker, work selvedge stitch. 
 
Row 9: With A, work selvedge stitch, slip marker: 
 
a. [k1,p1] 3 times, wrap and turn; 
b. [k1, p1] 3 times, slip marker, work selvedge. Turn to start new row. 
c. Work selvedge stitch, slip marker, [k1,p1]twice, wrap and turn. 
d. [k1,p1]twice, slip marker, work selvedge. Turn to start new row. 
e. Work selvedge stitch, slip marker, [k1, p1]twice, [k1, while picking up wrap, p1]twice. 
(I place another marker here to divide waves to allow me to undo errors more easily). 
f. [k1,p1] 8 times, wrap and turn. 
g. Work Wave pattern, [k1, while picking up wrap, p1] twice. Place marker to indicate end of full wave 
pattern. 
h. [k1,p1]8 times, wrap and turn. 
i. Work Wave Pattern, [k1, while picking up wrap, p1] twice. Place marker to indicate end of full wave 
pattern. 
j. [k1,p1] 5 times, slip marker, work selvedge, turn. 
k. Work selvedge, slip marker, [k1, p1] 3 times, wrap and turn. 
l. [k1, p1] 3 times, slip marker, work selvedge, turn. 
m. Work selvedge, slip marker, [k1,p1]twice, wrap and turn. 
n. [k1, p1] twice, slip marker, work selvedge. 
 
Rows 10 through 16 work pattern as written between markers and work selvedge stitches as per 
knitter’s choice. 
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NNNNOOOOTTTTEEEE:::: Rows 1 and 9 are charted above, separated with the green section, to visually 
illustrate the placement of the waves. 

 


